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Abstract
Outcome reporting bias occurs when primary studies do not include information about all
outcomes measured in a study. When studies omit findings on important measures, efforts to
synthesize the research using systematic review techniques will be biased and interpretations of
individual studies will be incomplete. Outcome reporting bias has been well-documented in
medicine, and has been shown to lead to inaccurate assessments of the effects of medical
treatments and, in some cases, to omission of reports of harms. This study examines outcome
reporting bias in educational research by comparing the reports of educational interventions from
dissertations to their published versions. We find that non-significant outcomes were 30% more
likely to be omitted from a published study than statistically significant ones.
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Outcome Reporting Bias
A number of factors influence the validity of a meta-analysis. Among these are the
accuracy and completeness of both the literature search and the studies contributing to the
analysis. One well-documented threat to the validity of meta-analytic results is publication bias,
which refers to the tendency for studies lacking statistically significant effects to go unpublished
(see Rothstein, Sutton, & Borenstein, 2005, for a review). When the primary outcome in a study
is not statistically significant, study authors are less likely to submit the paper for publication at
all (Cooper, DeNeve, & Charlton, 1997) and if they do submit it for publication take longer to do
so (Suñé, Suñé, & Montoro, 2013). And even if submitted, papers lacking statistically significant
primary outcomes are less likely to be published (Hopewell, Loudon, Clarke, Oxman, &
Dickersin, 2009). Moreover, all else being equal, studies with “less” statistical significance have
smaller effect sizes. Given that these studies are less likely to be published, a review might
present an overly optimistic (i.e., positively biased) picture of the evidence if the review relies on
mostly published sources.
Of course, the degree to which the primary studies are accurately and completely reported
is also relevant to the validity of a review. If primary researchers do not provide a full and
accurate reporting of the study's methods and results, then inferences from the review will likely
also be biased (Orwin & Cordray, 1985). One specific problem of incomplete reporting focuses
on outcomes measured in a study. Outcome reporting bias (ORB) refers to omitting from primary
study reports outcomes that were actually collected. ORB can result when primary researchers
either incompletely report outcomes gathered or omit entirely any mention of particular
outcomes, and can be difficult to detect once a study has been written up in final form. At best, a
study might report that an outcome was measured and then report that the outcome was not
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statistically or substantively significant. Alternatively, researchers may choose not to report an
outcome and omit all mention of its measurement. If outcomes have been censored from study
reports due to their results (e.g., the findings are not statistically significant), then conclusions
drawn from the incomplete evidence are potentially biased.
Outcome Reporting Bias in Medical Research
The existence of ORB has been documented in medical research by comparing the
protocols for a trial with the published results. Protocols, developed prior to conducting the
study, provide operational details on the study’s methods and analysis plan. Chan, Hróbjartsson,
Haahr, Gøtzsche, and Altman (2004) collected the protocols of randomized trials reviewed by
two scientific-ethical committees (similar to institutional review boards) in Denmark. The
researchers compared the outcomes reported in the protocols with the outcomes reported in
published reports and found evidence of outcome reporting bias. For example, 71% of
statistically significant outcomes were reported versus 56% of non-significant findings, resulting
in an odds ratio of 2.4 (i.e., the odds of an outcome being reported were 2.4 times greater for
statistically significant outcomes than the odds for non-statistically significant outcomes). Chan,
Krleza-Jeric, Schmid, and Altman (2004) found similar results in comparing the protocols for
trials funded by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research with their published reports.
Turner, Matthews, Linardatos, Tell, and Rosenthal (2008) extended the research base on
ORB by examining the Federal Drug Administration’s reviews of 12 antidepressant agents along
with the matching published reports on these drugs. Overall, the researchers found a bias toward
the publication of positive results. Most troubling, a meta-analysis using only the published
reports found an average effect size that was larger than a meta-analysis using the unpublished
FDA reviews. Similarly, Vedula, Bero, Scherer, and Dickersin (2009) compared unpublished
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reports of trials of off-label indications of the drug gabapentin with published reports of these
same trials. The unpublished reports were internal documents that were obtained during the
course of a lawsuit against two pharmaceutical companies. The primary outcome was changed in
many published reports with secondary outcomes becoming primary, or reports of the primary
outcome omitted (a process also observed by Chan et al., 2004). To illustrate why this is a
problem, assume that a researcher is studying the effects of a reading intervention and measures
reading achievement (the primary outcome) and self-esteem (a secondary outcome). On finding
that the results are not statistically significant for reading achievement but are statistically
significant for self-esteem, the researcher frames the intervention for publication as one that
improves self-esteem and cites literature linking self-esteem to reading achievement. Changing
the stated nature of a study’s intent due to the results does not provide an accurate representation
of the research.
Furthermore, Vedula et al. (2009) found that the published reports tended to indicate
fewer adverse indications for gabapentin than the unpublished internal documents. To extend the
reading intervention analogy, imagine that the researcher found that students receiving the
intervention had lower reading motivation, but then failed to report this result. Clearly, such
omissions have troubling implications for understanding what the totality of the evidence says
about the effects of an intervention.
Outcome Reporting Bias in Education and the Social Sciences
Few studies have been conducted in the social sciences to investigate the prevalence of
ORB. One recent study focused on the behavior of researchers with regard to questionable
reporting practices. John, Loewenstein, and Prelac (2012) anonymously surveyed over 2,000
psychologists working at research universities in the United States and found that 63% admitted
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to not reporting all dependent measures that they assessed. Estimates were even higher in a
condition that was incentivized to tell the truth. This finding is consistent with Chan and
Altman’s (2005) research that included a retrospective analysis of published randomized trials
and a follow up survey of the trials’ authors. Combining data from the author surveys and the
publications, Chan and Altman found that 75% (380/505) of trials did not fully report all their
efficacy outcomes in the journal publication. Of the 308 trials that measured potential harms of a
treatment, 64% did not fully report their harm outcomes. When asked for reasons why outcomes
were not reported, 24% cited lack of statistical significance, with journal space restrictions given
as the reason by 47% of the authors. For harm outcomes, 50% of the authors cited lack of
statistical significance.
One other relevant line of research in the social sciences is Orwin and Cordray’s (1985)
study of deficient reporting in primary studies. These authors focused on the impact of
incomplete reporting on subsequent meta-analysis results. They hypothesized that deficient
reporting practices in a primary study would lead to greater uncertainty by coders of a research
review, and would ultimately affect the conclusions drawn from the review. Orwin and Cordray
assessed the relationship between inter-rater reliability of codes in a meta-analysis and the
confidence that coders felt in assessing the studies. Confidence ratings were positively related to
the reliability of codes used in a meta-analysis. When coders were less confident about the
information given in a report, their coding performance was less reliable, adding extraneous error
into the meta-analysis. Thus, studies that either omit outcomes entirely or do not fully report on
important outcomes can lead to biased and incomplete inferences.
As seen in the research described above, outcome reporting bias exists as documented by
direct evidence from comparing protocols to published research, and by indirect evidence from
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surveys of both medical and psychological researchers. While some outcome reporting bias may
be driven by space limitations in journals, both Chan and Altman (1985), and John et al. (2012)
both provide evidence that lack of statistical significance may be an important reason why
outcomes are omitted in published reports. This latter finding highlights cynical interpretations
of the processes underlying selective outcome reporting. Specifically, authors often benefit from
publishing a study. Sometimes publication carries with it the possibility of direct financial reward
(e.g., an intervention that, if deemed efficacious, can be licensed and sold), or the promise of
more success in obtaining external funding in the future. Most incentives, like a perceived
increase in the probability of obtaining tenure, are not so direct and strong, but this is not to say
that they do not have the potential to affect behavior. Especially if authors believe that journal
editors and reviewers have a preference for statistically significant findings (Cooper et al., 1997),
then authors may have an interest in omitting non-statistically significant outcomes.
We contended that reviews based on studies that included censored outcomes were
“potentially biased” because it is not immediately clear whether selective outcome reporting will
result in a bias. There are at least three reasons why it might not bias the results (at least on
average). First, although we think it unlikely, it is possible that selective outcome reporting is
functionally a random process. Chan and Altman’s (2005) research suggested that this was not a
very tenable assertion, but there may not be sufficient evidence to rule out this explanation
completely. Second, if censored outcomes are strongly correlated with reported outcomes then
any resulting bias is likely to be minimal. For example, if a study collects two measures of selfesteem and reports the one that reveals a statistically significant relationship, it is likely that the
difference in effects between the reported and the unreported self-esteem measure are small.
Third, if the only outcomes censored are considered of less clinical or substantive importance,
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then it is unlikely that outcome censoring will have a significant impact on the results of a
review. However, note that the Chan and Altman study found evidence of selective outcome
reporting among outcomes labeled “important” – they just found more of it for outcomes that
were perceived to be less important.
Given the documented presence of outcome reporting bias in medical and social science
research, we are interested in understanding the extent to which this phenomenon occurs in
educational research. Investigating the potentially biasing effects of selective outcome reporting
is, unfortunately, a much harder task in education and the social sciences than it is in medicine,
where published research protocols are common. When protocols are available, researchers
studying outcome reporting bias can directly compare the study’s initial protocol with the
published versions of the trials. Unfortunately for education researchers (and their consumers),
there is no analogous system for most studies. Institutional Human Subjects Review Boards
(IRBs) do keep records of social science research, and could potentially be adapted to serve this
and similar needs. Cooper et al. (1997), for example, examined publication bias by surveying
researchers with an approved IRB protocol to see what happened to the research (e.g., whether it
was abandoned, published, completed but not published, etc.). However, IRB protocols are
prepared essentially for non-experts and therefore usually do not lay out in operational detail
many of the methodological and statistical choices facing researchers, or even list all of the
outcomes and how they will be measured. Given that each institution’s IRB is also subject to
localized practices and policies, the nature and completeness of these protocols would likely
differ too much across institutions to provide any meaningful comparisons from protocol to
published work.
Education researchers, however, use two systems that could serve as the basis for an
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analysis of outcome reporting bias. First, grant proposals play a role similar to that of a research
protocol in that they describe (in generally highly operational terms) the methods and analytic
strategies that will be employed. Unfortunately, collecting these would likely be time consuming
and require consent from researchers, funding agencies and/or others. For example, Spybrook
and Raudenbush (2009) examined the precision and technical accuracy of the first wave of
randomized trials funded by the Institute of Education Sciences. To obtain the proposals funded
by IES, they wrote directly to the investigators and received 40 of 55 proposals. For the
remaining 15 proposals, they filed a Freedom of Information Act request to IES in 2006. At the
time of publication in 2009, they still had not received any of the 15 requested proposals.
The second system that could be used is the dissertation process, which has notable
advantages for researchers interested in examining outcome reporting bias. Dissertations are
typically not approved on the basis of their results (i.e., a failure to achieve statistical
significance usually has no impact on a committee’s decision regarding whether or not to
approve the work). Most universities, furthermore, follow a process in which dissertation
research is first proposed (and approved by a committee) then carried out. Normative
understandings of the dissertation process (e.g., that it is developmental) and lack of length
limitations generally lead to works that are reported in more detail than are typical journal
articles. Though dissertation proposals are not available in the public domain, the dissertation
itself usually presents a complete record of the methods and procedures that were actually used
in the study, given the many changes that can occur between the proposed research and its actual
implementation. While outcome reporting bias may also occur between the proposed dissertation
research and the final dissertation, students are less likely to be constrained by the reasons cited
by the authors of published papers such as space limitations or a bias toward statistically
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significant results. Finally, a large percentage of dissertations are available via electronic
databases (e.g., ProQuest Digital Dissertations) to which many university libraries subscribe, and
as such are easily retrievable.
The goals of this study, therefore, were to examine whether outcome reporting bias exists
in educational research, to estimate the magnitude of that bias, and to explore whether this effect
is moderated by identifiable contextual variables. We choose education research as a field as we
were interested in outcome reporting bias in intervention research, a field both similar to the
medical studies that have been conducted on outcome reporting bias, and of particular interest to
our work on the meta-analysis of intervention studies in education. We located dissertations
conducted in education (broadly considered), searched for published versions of these
dissertations, and compared the measured outcomes in the dissertation to the measured outcomes
reported in the published version. Below we outline in more detail the research methods used,
our results, and provide some suggestions for future research and for reporting standards in the
social sciences
Methods
Research Universities
To obtain our sample of dissertations, we focused on the 96 research universities
designated by the Carnegie classification as very high research activity (RU/VH) universities as
of 2005 (McCormick & Zhao, 2005). We were interested in the subsequent published versions of
a dissertation, and we assumed that graduates of RU/VH institutions were more likely to pursue
academic careers than students enrolled in other types of doctoral institutions and hence have
greater motivation for pursuing publication (e.g., more than half of all Education doctorates in a
given year are awarded by RU/VH institutions; National Science Foundation, 2012). All of the
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96 institutions designated as RU/VH in 2005 were included in this study.
Search Strategy and Information Retrieval
The first stage of this study involved a comprehensive search for dissertations focused on
education completed at the 96 RU/VH universities. We searched the ProQuest Dissertations and
Theses Database between the years 2001 and 2005 inclusive. There were two reasons for these
specific date limits in the search. First, we were interested in inferences about the current state of
the problem of data censoring and thus limited the lower date limit to 2001. Second, limiting the
search to 2005 provided ample time for the dissertations to cycle through the entirety of the peer
review and publication process. Education was used as a keyword and Ph.D. or Ed.D. was used
to specify the degree earned. The process was repeated for each of the RU/VH universities. All
results generated were saved for title and abstract screening.
To provide some focus and context for our findings, we limited our search to studies that
investigated the effect of some educational intervention on student outcomes. As such,
dissertations were retained for in-depth screening and analysis if the title and or abstract
indicated the author provided an educational intervention for students in pre-kindergarten (pre-K)
to grade 12. We focused on randomized experimental studies and quasi-experimental studies
where the goal was to arrive at an estimate of the treatment effect on a set of outcomes. Both
multi-group and single-group experimental studies (pretest-posttest studies) were included. By
narrowing our search to interventions, we excluded observational studies where the analysis may
include more complex models and could lead to more difficulties in identifying the primary goal
of the study. We imposed the limits of pre-kindergarten through 12 grade because we assumed
that these studies would be more conceptually similar (i.e., focused on an academic or behavioral
intervention during the years most children must attend school) and likely to take place in an
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educational setting. All dissertations were screened by at least two individuals working
independently. Disagreements or ambiguities that arose during the screening process were
discussed until a consensus was achieved.
For each dissertation that met these initial inclusion criteria, we subsequently searched for
published versions of the same study. Google Scholar was the primary search tool utilized for
this process although both PsychINFO and ERIC were also used. For each dissertation,
combinations of the title, keywords, and author name were used to locate the publication. In most
cases it was easy to match dissertations to publications based on the title and author. We assumed
that the student would be an author on the published version of the paper, and also checked that
the samples appeared to be the same. In cases where we were unsure of a match, we used the full
text of the dissertation and article to reach a conclusion. We collected all references to the
dissertation, and none of the dissertations were represented by more than one subsequently
published study. Thus, our analysis focused on the dissertation-publication pair. The search of the
published version of the dissertation concluded in May 2011.
Because we were interested in the extent to which statistical significance might be related
to outcome reporting bias, our final inclusion criteria for dissertations and their subsequent
published version relate to hypothesis testing. We focused on substantive (e.g. educational,
social, and psychological) outcomes that were hypothesized to be affected by the intervention.
Ancillary hypothesis tests such as baseline equivalence, normality, correlational, and
homogeneity tests were excluded because it was not clear to us that outcome reporting bias
would work in the same way for these types (e.g., for tests of baseline equivalence, authors might
be motivated to censor statistically significant results). The outcomes must have been formally
tested in a manner that allowed the extraction or calculation of a p-value because we were
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interested in seeing how statistical significance relates to the probability of publication. Thus,
dissertations using single-case experimental designs were not considered in this study.
Furthermore, the analytic procedures and outcome measures must have remained constant in
both papers. For example, if a dissertation conducted a series of t-tests and the publication used
multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) on the same outcomes, it would have been
excluded since we were interested in how the original analysis was reported in the published
version.
Coding
Study pairs that met all inclusion criteria were coded at the study-level and outcomelevel. Study-level codes included dissertation and publication year, publication source, and
sample size, and type of intervention used. Outcome-level codes included p-values and statistical
test used. Outcomes coded for analysis were those that specifically reflected the intervention
outcomes as they pertained to the pre-k through 12 sample participants. This included all main
and interaction effects of the intervention as well as any subgroup analyses that were reported in
the dissertation. Table 1 provides an example of how we gathered the information about
statistical tests within each dissertation and matching published paper.
Analysis
In order to compute the overall odds-ratio across all matched dissertation and published
paper pairs, we used the Mantel-Haenszel meta-analytic approach to estimate a weighted average
odds ratio and a weighted average risk ratio (Shadish & Haddock, 2009). The studies included in
this analysis varied considerably in the number of significance tests they conducted and we
wanted to incorporate this variation in our estimation procedures. We estimated a weighted
average effect size using the Mantel-Haenszel method, stratifying by study. For i=1,…k
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dissertation-paper pairs, the Mantel-Haenszel mean odds ratio (Shadish & Haddock, 2009) is
given by:

Σik ai di / ni
OR MH = k
Σi bi ci / ni

(0)

where the cell counts for each pair i are defined in Table 1. We used the Robins-BreslowGreenland variance estimator (Robins, Breslow, Greenland, 1986) for the estimated MantelHaenszel odds ratio, and the Greenland-Robins variance estimator for the estimated MantelHaenszel risk ratio (Greenland & Robins, 1985). Alternatively, we attempted to compute studylevel odds ratios in a meta-analysis. This method was compromised by a large number of zero
cell counts, indicating that many outcomes did not appear in the subsequent published report.
The Mantel-Haenszel method obviates this issue and provides a defined weighted average so
long as each cell is not uniformly zero across each of the samples.
Results
From the 96 institutions, we identified 9,530 dissertations. Of these, we found 621
dissertations (6.5%) that reported on an educational intervention with prekindergarten through
12th grade students. Of the 621 dissertations on education interventions, we identified 79 that
were subsequently published (12.7% of the dissertations on interventions).
Within the 79 studies, we found 1,599 different treatment outcomes. Table 2 provides the
descriptive statistics for the numbers of statistical tests identified in the dissertations and
subsequent published papers. Overall, 46% of the statistical tests reported in the dissertations
were statistically significant, underscoring a serious deficiency in statistical power across this
sample of studies. On average, the published version of the dissertation included about half of
the outcomes reported in the dissertation. Of the 79 published reports, 19 (24%) included all of
the outcomes described in the dissertation.
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Next we examined, among all of the individual outcomes collected, the (unweighted)
estimated probability of being published and not being published for significant and nonsignificant outcomes. For outcomes reported in the published version of the studies, 54% were
statistically significant and 46% were not statistically significant. Looking at these probabilities
alone, outcome reporting in education would not look so problematic. However, examining
published outcomes alone ignores the information that we were able to glean from the
dissertation versions of the studies. If we examine unpublished outcomes only (i.e., outcomes
measured in the dissertations but not reported in the published versions), 35% were statistically
significant, and 65% were not statistically significant. The discrepancy in the proportion of
statistically significant results across the outcomes that were published and those that went
unpublished is our first indication that there might be systemic outcome reporting bias in these
studies. Overall, 36 of 79 dissertations (46%) appeared to experience some outcome censoring
due to statistical significance.
We next computed the Mantel-Haenszel odds ratio, which allowed us to weight studies by
the number of statistical tests that were reported in the dissertation. The mean odds ratio was
2.41 (with a 95% confidence interval ranging from a low of 1.79 to a high of 3.25). Thus, the
odds of a statistically significant outcome in a dissertation appearing in the published version
were 2.41 greater than the odds of a non-statistically significant outcome appearing in the
published version.
There are several equally accurate ways of framing this effect. One is to present these
results as a risk ratio, which in this case describes the risk of an outcome being omitted from the
published report conditional on its statistical significance. Here, the risk ratio was 1.30, meaning
that non-significant outcomes were 1.30 times (or 30%) less likely to appear in the published
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version than were statistically significant outcomes. Conversely, changing the focus to nonpublication, the risk ratio becomes .78, indicating that significant dissertation outcomes are about
22% less likely to be omitted from publication compared to non-significant outcomes. Another
way of framing this effect is to say that the probability of an outcome being published,
conditional on statistical significance in the dissertation, was .71, whereas the probability of
being published, conditional on non-significance in the dissertation, was .29.
We could not reject the null hypothesis of homogeneity for this set of effect sizes, Q(78)
= 72.3, p = .66. Regardless, we were still interested in whether we could identify any contextual
variables that might moderate the overall weighted mean effect size. To do this we conducted a
series of subgroup analyses. We looked at four classes of subgroups: Time to publication (within
2 years vs. more than 2 years); sample size (less than 100 or 100 or more); the number of
significance tests conducted in the dissertation (14 or fewer vs. more than 14); and the type of
outcome analyzed (academic achievement vs. socio-emotional-behavioral). The categories for
the first three potential moderators were determined by a median split, as the distributions were
decidedly non-normal. Not one of these moderator analyses was statistically significant (all p’s >
.20; see Table 3), meaning that the mean weighted odds ratio of 2.41 remains our best estimate of
the extent of outcome reporting bias in these studies.
Discussion
The goal of this project was to investigate the outcome reporting tendencies of
dissertation authors. We hypothesized that authors publish statistically significant outcomes more
often than statistically non-significant findings. Our results support this hypothesis. Furthermore,
the results of the subgroup analyses revealed that the overall weighted odds ratio was not
conditional on time to publication, sample size, the number of significance tests conducted, or
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outcome type. We also found that, on average, 46% of the statistical tests of treatment outcomes
reported in dissertations resulted in a rejection of the null hypothesis. This finding suggests that
statistical power in dissertations in educational research is approximately in line with, if perhaps
a bit lower than, other estimates of typical statistical power in the social and behavioral sciences
(e.g., Bezeau & Graves, 2001; Cohen, 1962, Iaonnidis, 2005; Rossi, 1990; Sedlmeier &
Gigerenzer, 1989).
Implications
We expected to find evidence of biased outcome reporting, and we were able to document
its presence in this population of dissertations that were completed between 2001 and 2005 and
subsequently appeared by 2011 in a published version. This result fits into an emerging research
base raising concern about the degree of flexibility researchers have in designing and analyzing
studies, the lack of transparency of the reporting of many of these choices, and the sometimes
dramatic impact these choices can have on study results (e.g., Francis, in press; Ioannidis, 2005;
John, et al., 2012; Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011).
Given that the mean number of treatment outcome tests reported in dissertations
exceeded 20, it is little wonder that some of these go unreported in the published articles. Clearly
the processes underlying the selective reporting of outcomes needs further study. One reason for
selectively omitting non-significant findings may be a lingering misinterpretation of p-values
(i.e., that if a result was not statistically significant it means that “nothing interesting” was
found). Because most studies are not conducted with high degrees of statistical power, a
researcher may not obtain statistical significance simply because the study was too small relative
to the population effect being measured. Low statistical power is one reason why statistical
significance and substantive importance should not in conflated (Valentine, Pigott, & Rothstein,
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2010).
In addition, virtually all of the dissertation authors in our study appear to have gone on to
academic careers. The pressures of this career path may lead authors (and perhaps their advisors)
to engage in motivated reasoning regarding the reporting of the analyses. Researchers may also
be motivated by a desire to present what appears to be a more coherent report of the study, or
stated differently, authors may be motivated to tell a good story. Doing so may involve a process
of “sharpening” the perceived important results (i.e., the statistically significant ones) and
“leveling” the results perceived to be less important (i.e., the non-statistically-significant ones).
Finally, we did not code for whether the statistical tests were of main effects or of intereactions,
and it may be that selective reporting is more likely among interaction tests (e.g., dropping
subgroup analyses that were not statistically significant).
No matter what the reason for incomplete reporting, the result is a biased picture of the
research findings. Even if, for example, our results were solely a function of authors not
reporting nonsignificant subgroup analyses, it still implies that the reporting of subgroup
analyses is conditional on statistical significance, and the result is an incomplete understanding
of both the intended and unintended effects of a treatment. As in the studies on biased outcome
reporting in drug trials, we may reach erroneous conclusions on the relative effectiveness or
ineffectiveness of a treatment.
Finally, we would be remiss not to acknowledge that some skeptics may use our study as
a reason for not trusting the results of research syntheses and meta-analyses. We think this is an
overstatement. Our motivation for undertaking this study was to increase the value and accuracy
of methods for synthesizing literature, but outcome reporting bias has the potential to affect any
review, regardless of the specific methods used to synthesize studies. It also affects the
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interpretation of any single study. The problems raised by outcome reporting bias do not go away
by choosing something other than meta-analysis as the synthesis technique, or by avoiding
synthesis altogether. Encouraging researchers to report all findings can only contribute to the
knowledge base on interventions and other phenomena in education.
Suggestions
Many of the reasons for not fully reporting all outcomes of an intervention study relate to
the constraints around the amount of information that can fit into a single published manuscript
(Orwin & Cordray, 1985). Fortunately, the growing popularity of web-based storage for
supplementary research materials makes comprehensive and accurate reporting more of a
possibility than ever before. The full information about an intervention, including the reports of
all outcomes measured could be made public for research reviewers, leading to greater validity
of literature syntheses.
Going a step further, researchers should be encouraged to archive their data from
educational interventions for fair public use after the passage of a reasonable amount of time.
The National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation both have policies for
sharing data collected with funding from these institutions. The ICSPR at the University of
Michigan warehouses a number of public-use databases, and is beginning to archive data from
individual researchers in smaller scale studies. Journals could facilitate this process by providing
space for data warehousing, and by requiring a well-documented database be submitted for
online archiving prior to accepting a study for publication. Well-documented data repositories
only increase the accuracy and completeness of resulting meta-analyses. Even beyond the
advantage of having the data available so that others can attempt to reproduce the results, the use
of data warehousing could have additional benefits. For example, it would likely lead to
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increased use of Individual Participant Data meta-analyses, where data from original studies
when available are combined with study-level data in a single systematic research review
(Cooper & Patall, 2009; Pigott, Williams, & Polanin, 2012; Valentine & Thompson, 2012).
What steps can we take to increase the quality of reporting of primary studies, and thus
the completeness of syntheses using these studies? Ideally, all educational research would start
with a highly operational, publicly available protocol that guides the research. This is a lofty
goal, but perhaps we can start with the development of professional norms that hold researchers
responsible for fully documenting the research methods and analytic choices, including reporting
all outcomes they measure. Further, we can continue to study the prevalence and magnitude of
outcome reporting bias by obtaining protocols of studies either from funding agencies or from
local human subjects review boards. In addition, more research could be done investigating the
processes underlying selective outcome reporting.
Finally, the educational research community has been slower in adopting reporting
guidelines for published work than other disciplines. Medical clinical trials follow the
CONSORT guidelines for reporting the procedures and results of medical interventions (Schultz,
et al., 2010). The American Psychological Association also has published guidelines for
reporting of empirical studies in journal articles (JARS), and of meta-analyses (MARS) (APA
Publication and Communication Board Working Group on Journal Article Reporting Standards,
2008). For example, the journal article reporting standards request that authors report details
regarding sampling procedures, sample characteristics (including both major demographic
characteristics and baseline topic specific characteristics), and, critically, a description of all
primary and secondary outcomes measured. The education research community could go one
step further by requiring study authors to explicitly state whether they have engaged in certain
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“grey area” practices, such as excluding or trimming observations, testing multiple models (e.g.,
several different sets of covariates), and so on. And if researchers have engaged in grey area
practices, they should be required to state explicitly the timing of and rationale for these choices,
and should provide sensitivity analyses that disclose what would have happened had different
choices been made. With regard to outcome reporting bias in particular, consistency in reporting
of all outcomes measured in a study would improve not only our understanding of the full range
of potential outcomes of an intervention, but would also allow for a more complete picture of the
state of a research area in a research synthesis.
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Table 1
Sample Data Collected for each Dissertation and Matched Published Paper
Reported in Dissertation

Reported in Published Study

Totals

Reported

Not Reported

Statistically significant

ai

bi

ai + bi

Not statistically significant

ci

di

ci + di

ai + ci

bi + di

ni

Totals

Note. Cells are identified by letters. The number of statistically significant outcomes reported in a dissertation and also reported in the
published version are reported in cell a. See Formula 1.
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistics for Tests in Dissertation and Published Paper
Publication

Minimum

Maximum

Version

Number of

Number of

Tests

Tests

Dissertation

2

Published

0

Median

IQR

Mean

S.D.

173

14

18

20.24

23.69

96

7

10

10.16

13.60

N = 79 dissertation-published paper matched pairs
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Table 3
Subgroup Analyses
Variable

Subgroup

OR

95% CI
(Lower, Upper)

Time to publication

1.62, .20
Within 2 years
More than 2 years

2.00
2.97

1.34, 3.00
1.89, 4.66

Sample size

.53, .47
< 100
=> 100

2.35
3.05

1.65, 3.36
1.66, 5.55

Number of statistical
significance tests

.51, .48
<=14
>14

2.68
2.16

1.76, 4.08
1.41, 3.30

Type of outcome measure

.37, .55
Academic achievement
Socio-emotionalbehavioral

Note: OR = odds ratio.

χ2(1), p

2.46
1.99

1.71, 3.52
1.13, 3.53

